We show that the Nomura algebra of the nonsymmetric Hadamard model coincides with the Bose-Mesner algebra of the directed Hadamard graph.
Introduction
Spin models for link invariants were introduced by Jones [7] , and their connection to combinatorics was revealed first in [4] . Jaeger and Nomura [6] constructed nonsymmetric spin models for link invariants from Hadamard matrices, and showed that these models give link invariants which depend nontrivially on link orientation. These models are a modification of the Hadamard model originally constructed by Nomura [9] . Jaeger and Nomura also pointed out a similarity between the association scheme of a Hadamard graph and the association scheme containing their new nonsymmetric spin model. Nomura [10] , and later Jaeger, Matsumoto and Nomura [5] introduced an algebra called the Nomura algebra of a type II matrix W , and showed that this algebra coincides with the Bose-Mesner algebra of some self-dual association schemes when W is a spin model. By This is one of several papers published together in Designs, Codes and Cryptography on the special topic: "Geometric and Algebraic Combinatorics".
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The purpose of this article is to determine the Nomura algebra of a nonsymmetric Hadamard model to be the Bose-Mesner algebra of the corresponding directed Hadamard graph. We also show that the directed Hadamard graph can be constructed from the ordinary Hadamard graphs by means of a general method given by Klin, Muzychuk, Pech, Woldar and Zieschang [8] .
Preliminaries on Nomura algebras
Let X be a finite set with k elements. We denote by Mat X (C) the algebra of square matrices with complex entries whose rows and columns are indexed by X . We also denote by Mat X (C * ) the subset of Mat X (C) consisting of matrices all of whose entries are nonzero. For W ∈ Mat X (C) and x, y ∈ X , the (x, y)-entry of W is denoted by W (x, y) .
A type II matrix is a matrix W ∈ Mat X (C * ) which satisfies the type II condition:
For a type II matrix W ∈ Mat X (C * ) and a, b ∈ X , we define a column vector Y ab ∈ C X whose x-entry is given by
The Nomura algebra N (W ) of W is defined by N (W ) = {M ∈ Mat n (C * ) | Y ab is an eigenvector for M for all a, b ∈ X }.
